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Baker Hughes iCenter provides 24/7 monitoring and 
engineering support for the global fleet of assets deployed 
across the energy industry. iCenter provides advanced 
diagnostic capabilities and predictive maintenance support 
through an integrated solution for advanced data collection, 
early warning, event detection, and performance 
optimization.

Through its advanced services capabilities and a network of 
services engineers, iCenter focuses on key outcomes:

Improved reliability:
• Asset health index
• Thrust-bearing load
• Remote tuning

Optimized operation:
• Water-wash optimization
• CeCo operating point
• Filter change advisory

Predictive maintenance
• Operating profile monitoring
• DLE health status
• Maintenance optimizer

twin of the asset to provide real-time performance curves 
such as flow and pressure trends, efficiency, cumulative 
creep damage, and component aging. Using standard 
interfaces and APIs, these processed insights and 
performance KPIs can be used as domain-based features for 
machine learning models and also provide additional 
contextual information to existing AI-based reliability 
solutions. Baker Hughes turbomachinery experts can further 
enhance the experience of equipment and plant operators 
by providing key human input on detected anomalies and 
failure modes, thereby improving the quality of alerts.

iCenter augments OAI solutions with rich analytics 
and fleet monitoring service

iCenter advanced services leverage foundational hybrid 
physics-based models derived from a digital

Feature summary
Anomaly detection and case management—utilize 
physics-based and model-based techniques for 
anomaly detection for asset parameters, 
performance KPIs, main and auxiliary systems.

Severity assessment—assess event severity to 
prioritize corrective actions and maintenance tasks. 
Leverages both fleet-wide data analysis and asset 
specific data.

Flexible maintenance and maintenance task 
optimization—combines condition based 
maintenance and O&M equipment knowledge to 
provide maintenance recommendation driven by 
both asset degradation and component failure. 
Optimized maintenance routines are provided using 
fleet analysis of typical failure modes, physics models, 
and inspection data.


